Catholic Ethnic Communities

Queensland

Celebrating 150 Years of
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Australia is a culturally diverse Nation
and this is equally so of our Catholic
Church. Today, in every parish in our
archdiocese this is reflected in the
composition of the regular Mass
goers. On any Holy Day or special
Feast Day it is particularly obvious in
the congregations of our Cathedral.
Our schools bring this reality home
even more with their student
population a wonderful mixture of
diversity, all the more obvious in
recent years by the variation in skin
colour.

Brisbane the Catholic Immigration
Office was incorporated into the
Catholic Missions Office and for well
over forty years worked out of there
with each successive director being
appointed to both ministries.

It has always been said that the
Church paralleled the history of
migration in Australia so over these
many years from 1949 to our present
time 2009, our local Office has
reached out in ministry to people from
countries all over the world. Post War
there were the displaced people from
All this is taken for granted these days Eastern European Countries such as
but much of this integration has come Poland, Yugoslavia, Spain, Italy,
Holland, Hungary,
Lithuania and others.
Many told years later
that they knew nothing
about this country
Australia but were
accepted here in those
desperate post war
years and established
themselves with hard
work, often in isolated
places, and have lived to
see second and third
generations of their
families prosper and
contribute to this
country. During these
Ethnic communities participate in the Synod journey.
years Catholic
(Synod Consultation at Hamilton — 2002)
Immigration was actively
involved in a variety of
ways. Administering, on behalf of the
about by the dedicated ministry of
Catholic Immigration and following this United Nations, interest free loans to
provide travel for family reunions.
the Centre for Multicultural Pastoral
Also, supporting and arranging priest
Care which, in 1994 evolved out of
Chaplains for various communities of
Catholic Immigration bringing new
directions and ministry to address the these people who were finding
language, culture and faith practices
changing needs of the time.
so foreign to what they knew and
Following the Second World War when understood.
Australia was welcoming in their
thousands displaced people from the Catholic Immigration was over the
many European Countries affected by years involved in the settlement and
support of migrants from England and
the War, the Australian Bishops in
Ireland. Often sponsoring families too
response to the needs of these
large or for other reasons not
people, many of whom were coming
accepted under the government
from Catholic Countries founded the
programmes. Then there was a period
Federal Catholic Immigration
when arrivals were coming from
Committee. Loosely associated with
this, in the various capital cities of the countries where Christians were under
persecution for their faith such as
Country Catholic Immigration Offices
Anglo Indians and Burmese. This was
were then established. Here in
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Needle work amongst some new arrivals
from Laos. 1981.

Mass for the Vietnamese people at West
End. Late 70s.

Lunch break at Our Lady of Sacred Heart,
Darra. 1980.

Lebanese Children at Darra
Convent School. Late 70s.
Sudanese families arrive in Brisbane.
1998.

Ethnic Communities: Catholic Archdiocese of Brisbane

Archbishop Francis Rush with
Migrant Chaplains—
Chaplains—
Immigration Sunday Mass
St Stephen’s Cathedral
August 1981

Archbishop John Bathersby Multicultural
Sunday Mass. August 1996.

Photo above: Archbishop Francis Rush and concelebrants: From left: Fr M. Benoit
(Vietnamese); Fr P. Sach (Vietnamese); Fr A. Portela (Spanish); Fr D. Prgomet
(Croatian); Fr A. McCarthy (Columban Missionary to the Philippines); R P. Bacinskas
(Lithuanian); Fr A. Stopa (Polish); Fr F. Lourigan (Director, Catholic Immigration); Fr K.
Zedzislaw (Polish missionary in PNG); Fr J. Koladziej (Polish); Fr M. Cagna (Italian); Fr R.
Franchini (Italian); Fr F. Lovatin (Italian); Fr S. Miklos (Hungarian); Fr C. Grisendi
(Italian); (Fr C. Micaleff (Maltese).

followed by periods of welcoming
larger numbers of arrivals from trouble
spots such as Poland in the days of
solidarity, Croatians under communist
rule and Lebanese during civil unrest.

Bishop James Cuskelly - Multicultural
Sunday Mass. August 1997.
Bishop John Gerry—
Gerry—Multicultural
Sunday Mass. August 1998.

Bishop Michael Putney—
Putney—Multicultural
Sunday Mass. August 2000.

Bishop Joseph Oudeman —Multicultural
Sunday Mass. August 2008.

The exodus of Vietnamese from their
Country in those troubled seventies
saw a response by Catholic
Immigration, working closely with the
local government Immigration
Department, to form parish groups to
welcome and settle these refugees.
After these came the Chileans
escaping from the repressive
governments of their country. The late
seventies and early eighties saw an
influx of humanitarian entrants fleeing
the Civil War in El Salvador. Over a
period of years individuals and
families were also welcomed from
various South American Countries as
well.
Over many years Catholic Immigration
worked with migrants from the
Philippines and Pacific Nations such
as Tonga and Samoa. These were
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mainly people coming out of economic
hardship and looking for a better life in
a new country.
With the movement of Chinese first
from Papua New Guinea and later
Hong Kong Catholic Immigration
actively supported the Catholic
Chinese Community which is now well
established here.

The Centre for Multicultural Pastoral
Care reached out to the Indonesian
and Korean Communities, many of
whose members came as business
migrants. Both Communities are
active today. Also, in more recent
times the Church has welcomed
business migrants from India as well.
The early 2000s saw the huge
response from the Centre for
Multicultural Pastoral Care to the
needs of the Temporary Protection
Visa Holders (TPVs) mainly Afghans
and Iraqis as they moved out of the
Detention Camps in their thousands.
Most of these were Muslims and
provides evidence of the fact that over
the years the work has reached across
all Faiths.
Above: Lithuanian Group dressed in national costume—
costume—Immigration Sunday Mass, St
Then followed the more recent period
during which thousands of Sudanese
and, in smaller numbers, refugees
from a variety of African Countries, all
fleeing wars and civil unrest, have
been welcomed and are supported in
the process of settlement.

Stephen’s Cathedral, 10 August 1980. Below: World Youth Day participants sing
“Receive the Power” at Multicultural Mass, 31 August 2008.

A one page report on the history of
Catholic Immigration in the
Archdiocese of Brisbane cannot
attempt to do justice to the years of
welcoming, supporting and settling
migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers to this Country. Therefore this
is just a very short journey back
through the years from the present
time 2009 to 1949 when it all began.
Although not well documented it is a
fact that as a nation of migrants the
Church has always been involved one
way or another in responding to the
needs of new arrivals who, in its early
days seemed to come mainly from
Ireland and Italy. Over the following
years our history shows periods of
increased movement from both these
countries and, even today, it is evident
in the composition of so many of our
parishes throughout the State of
Queensland.
Mary Gavin
Former Director of Mission and
Immigration and the Centre for
Multicultural Pastoral Care
Long time employee 1967-2005 of
the Archdiocese of Brisbane.
Australian Coordinator of
Always People

Below: Latin American Mass—
Mass—St
Stephen’s Cathedral - 1989. Top right:
Afghan refugees, Banyo, 2000.
Bottom right: Croatian Women’s
Group, 1997.
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